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Summary
Geographic Enterprises, a territory mapping company, recently released an article discussing the basics of franchise territory

mapping.

Message
Wake Forest, North Carolina (prsafe) April 14, 2021 - Geographic Enterprises has recently released a new educational resource that

goes overÂ the basics of franchise territory mapping. The new blog is guided by theÂ franchise territory mappingÂ experts at

Geographic Enterprises who have extensive experience helping clients improve their sales planning capabilities and expanding sales

territories. They have created this new piece in order to highlight the benefits of franchise territory mapping services.

Geographic Enterprises offers readers some valuable information regarding franchise territory mapping and how the process works.

In the article, they begin by going over some of the basics of franchise territory mapping before explaining the process of how it

works. Some of the steps of the process they describe include identifying the target audience, objectives, and competitors,

performing analyses of customer data, dividing franchise territories, assigning locations, and more. The team at Geographic

Enterprises hopes that this information will help readers understand the inherent value of applying this approach to your business'

strategy formation.

While this new article focuses on explaining the details of franchise territory mapping, Geographic Enterprises' website provides

readers with more information regarding their team, experience, as well as a full list of service offerings. Geographic Enterprises

offers sales mapping tools that can help organizations to optimize their logistics and expand their sales regions. They offer software

that include cloud-based location data, GIS mapping, map API, map printing, planning and optimization, and more. Their team of

dedicated professionals understands how important it is to not only obtain critical business data but also to apply that data into

aesthetically appealing and informational visualizations for clients.

With the addition of this new article, the team at Geographic Enterprises hopes that readers will have a better understanding of what

franchise territory mapping is and the benefits of utilizing this modern solution. For more information, contact the sales mapping

experts today at (919) 267-3488 or visit their website atÂ https://mappingresources.com/. From there, you may reach out with any

questions you may have or request a franchise territory mapping software demo.
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